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Spiritual Sensibility: Awaken – Heal – Transform  

Sue Dixon -  homily 10/9/16 

 

Thank you Mary, and thanks everyone for being here tonight.  I am honored to offer 

reflections on the environment, which is one of four pillars of All Souls. 

 

As long as I can remember, I’ve held concern for the health and wellbeing of our 

planet. Like many of you, I spent my childhood outdoors. My siblings and a rag-tag 

gang of neighborhood kids and I spent countless hours building forts, making 

snowmen, bike riding, playing ball and flashlight tag. From dawn til’ dusk, when our 

moms rang the dinner bell, we climbed rocks and trees and bumped our knees.  As I 

grew older, the fun shifted to camping, hiking, and skiing. Despite resistance from 

Mom, I insisted we recycle at home before it was mandated. In college, I studied 

environmental education, then a brand new program at UVM. In my spare time I 

trained in civil disobedience to protest Seabrook Nuclear Power plant and listened to 

Bill McKibbon in his fledging years as an activist.  My concern for the Earth grew 

from a love of the Earth formed through relationship with the Earth.  

 

Preparing for this evening, I googled World Watch, Environmental Defense Fund, 

Vermont Natural Resources Council and the like, taking a fresh pulse of planetary 

health.  I’m sorry to say the trends are gloomy and our litany of woes mighty: 

• Pollution – air, water, soil 

• Population – 7.5 billion and straining 

• Resource depletion –  

• Waste disposal – plastics, excessive garbage, ocean dumping 

• Loss of biodiversity – 6th great extinction 

• Deforestation – the lungs of the world 30% of the planet 

• Acidification of oceans – altering sea life and killing coral 

• Ozone depletion – invisible protection from the sun 

• Acid Rain – pollutants in the atmosphere  

• Water pollution – threatens drinking water 

• Urban sprawl – displaces ag soils, flora / fauna, 

• Climate Change – the cap stone issue of our day… 
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Debate is unnecessary, the science is clear. ”“Huston, we have a problem.” Life 

support systems are in serious jeopardy. (What, you thought I might impart 

something more cheery before tonight’s Presidential debates! ) 

 

Like the worm addicted to eating grape leaves…  perhaps we shall suddenly WAKE 

UP. Call it grace. 

 

I think a lot about spirituality and the potential that it holds to awaken stewardship 

behavior in humankind. These days the word  “spirituality” sometimes gets a bum 

wrap.  It operates within an unseen dimension of intuition and faith, thus can come 

off as too “woo-woo.” But, if you look around the sanctuary tonight and think of the 

various faith traditions represented in these symbols you’ll discover ancient 

messages of reverence and hope for our living planet in everywhere: 

• Buddhism – To live in harmony with nature is a crucial Buddhist practice.  An 

enlightened person, the end game of Buddhism, is fully award that everything 

in the universe is interconnected.  In a world of enlightened beings there 

could be not environmental problems. 

• Hinduism – The concept of environmental protection is not a modern 

phenomenon, it is something ancient Hindus inherit from their ancestors.  

Since divine forces sustain all living creatures and organic things on earth, to 

please God, we must live in harmony with his creation: Earth, rivers, forests, 

sun, air, and mountains. 

• Islam – In the words of Allah, “There is not an animal on earth, nor a creature 

flying on two wings, but they are nations like you.”  “We must deal with 

animals with utmost beneficence and compassion and strive to ensure the 

preservation of the different species. 

• Judaism – Genesis 2:15, God takes the newly created human, “…and placed 

him in the garden of Eden, to cultivate it and to guard it.” 

• Native American – Spirituality revolves around Mother Earth. Treat her well.  

The earth is not given to you by your parents, but lent to you by your 

children.” 
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So where are we?  As Dan Smith, the new executive director of the Vermont 

Community Foundation, said his inaugural remarks at the foundation’s annual 

meeting recently these are “tangled times.” Our world is suffering environmental 

woes, social injustice, and economic inequity – in one giant tangled bundle.   

 

Diverse faith traditions point to respect, to tend and love of the living world… 

 

Science is continually hypothesizing, testing, measuring, and reporting out millions 

of data points – rising temperatures, sea level changes, atmospheric conditions, 

water quality… 

 

Meanwhile, the biosphere, our ultimate life support system, Mother Earth is dying 

slowly as private interests consolidate and control her remaining real wealth. Racism 

is rampant. And violence and poverty devastate millions of lives. 

 

Where is our spiritual sensibility when we need it most? As spiritual beings, we 

cannot sit this one out.  

 

We must awaken, heal, and transform. 

 

Call it grace – the awakening is upon us. Can’t you feel it?  Our children can. Wise 

elder, Buddhist, systems thinker Joanna Macy, calls it “The Great Turning,” the 

essential adventure of our time: shifting from the industrial growth society to a life-

sustaining civilization.  

 

Healing our planet and our selves is urgent: let this be our priority. Psychologists 

chart stages we may expect to experience in a healing process:  

 

1 SHOCK -  Numbed disbelief. At some level, climate deniers are locked here to 

avoid the pain. Shock offers emotional protection and can last a long time. 

2 PAIN - As the shock wears off, the pain and suffering can be almost unbearable.  

Life feels chaotic and scary. For healing to happen, one must experience the 

pain, not hide from it drugs or alcohol.   
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3 ANGER - Frustration can give way to anger. At this stage, self-control is vital. Be 

careful, releasing bottled up emotions can damage relationships.  

4 LONELINESS- Just when you should be getting on with things, a period of 

sadness and reflection, emptiness, despair can sink in. This is a normal; 

encouragement from well meaning others is not helpful at this stage. 

5 THE UPWARD TURN- Slowly you start to adjust, life becomes a little calmer and 

more organized. Physical symptoms lessen; "depression" lifts slightly. 

6 RECONSTRUCTION - You become more functional, your mind starts working on 

realistic practical and financial solutions to problems. You start reconstructing 

your life to the new normal. 

7 ACCEPTANCE & HOPE- Finally, there is acceptance of a new reality – this 

doesn’t necessarily translate into happiness, but you see a way forward, you 

begin planning and anticipating good times and joy in living. 

 
These seven stages of grief, normally associated with recovery from the death of a 

loved one, may provide us with some helpful guidance charting our own human 

emotions on healing journey for Mother Earth and ourselves. Does any stage 

resonate with you?  Do you sometimes find yourself trapped in a looping pattern 

within some of these states? Are you moved to a point of acceptance and hope? 

 

How does humankind prevail for the common good? This I believe is a profoundly 

spiritual question and the fundamental question of our time.  

 

During my entire lifetime, powers that be have been approaching complex global 

challenges, attempting to address our most profound questions, from a decidedly 

secular vantage point. Scientists study it; policy makers create laws to govern it; 

educators teach it, communities, municipalities, nonprofits, and nations raise 

revenue to address it; yet, seriously friends, deeply troubling global trends are 

escalating and accelerating… What are we missing?  

 

Wasn’t it Einstein who said: “We can't solve problems by using the same kind of 

thinking we used when we created them.”   
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What new tools are there to spark the massive transformation needed pronto to get 

us out of this mess?  Perhaps, just maybe they aren’t new at all… 

 

For some insight, let’s go back to 13th century Sufi poet and philosopher Rumi’ and 

his poem: “This is how a human being can change.” There’s a worm addicted to 

eating grape leaves. Suddenly, he wakes up, call it grace, whatever, something 

wakes him, and he’s no longer a worm. He’s the entire vineyard, and the orchard 

too, the fruit, the trunks, a growing wisdom and joy that doesn’t need to devour. 

 

Imagine waking up to perceive and receive this world in a whole new way. You are a 

wisdom and joy that longer needs to devour.  You aren’t merely a human being; you 

are the whole landscape – the whole kit and caboodle of Earth – lock, stock, and 

barrel.  Through graceful spiritual transformation – individually and collectively – we 

become the whole and holy. Right here, right now, today, this instant: we are one 

with all that is. 

 

And, the beauty of it is, you don’t have to make this happen. You can’t.  Such 

magnificence is bigger than any one of us. All you have to do, all you can do, is 

show up and do your part. Let the waters still, walk in the woods, mediate, pray – 

whatever it takes: quiet your mind and, from the stillness, allow insight of a “higher 

power” to seep into your consciousness. Listen to this wisdom. It knows your gifts 

and will point you in the direction of your true calling.  Follow your calling and 

contribute to the healing underway. 

 

Celtic spirituality considers thinking, breathing, feeling human beings as place the 

Universe becomes visible to itself.  With this lens, human consciousness is an 

evolving reflection of the whole and the holy. The worm is no longer the worm; he’s 

the entire vineyard. Herein lies our greatest hope. 

 

In the words of Victoria Safford, in her poem “Hope:” 

 

“Our mission is to plant ourselves at the gates of Hope— 

Not the prudent gates of Optimism, 
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Which are somewhat narrower. 

Not the stalwart, boring gates of Common Sense; 

Nor the strident gates of Self-Righteousness, 

Which creak on shrill and angry hinges 

Nor the cheerful, flimsy garden gate of 

“Everything is gonna’ be all right.” 

But a different, sometimes lonely place, 

The place of truth-telling, 

About your own soul first of all and its condition. 

The place of resistance and defiance, 

The piece of ground from which you see the world 

Both as it is and as it could be 

As it will be; 

The place from which you glimpse not only struggle, 

But the joy of the struggle. 

And we stand there, all of us, beckoning and calling, 

Telling people what we are seeing 

Asking people what they see.” 

 

I’m grateful to Victoria for mentioning JOY.  For, there is nothing more potent than 

joy for untangling us from the grip of shock and pain, fear and loneliness – those 

early stages of grief.   

 

The good news is: change is happening right now.  “The most remarkable feature of 

this historical moment on Earth,” says Joanna Mace, “Is not that we are on the way 

to destroying the world – we’ve actually been on the way for quite a while.  It is that 

we are beginning to wake up, as from a millennial-long sleep, to a whole new 

relations to our world, to ourselves, and each other.”  

 

Around the world citizens are responding to their calling, communities are seeking 

truth, smart people are innovating creative solutions to pressing issues, new 

partnerships are being formed, we’re collaborating in new ways to educate our 
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children, feed the hungry, protect beloved places and treasured resources, 

collectively shaping a brighter future.  

 

Many examples can be found right here in the Champlain Basin.  Farmers 

transitioning to sustainable agricultural practices, consumers voting with their wallets 

buying local; farm to school changing how we feed our school children; makers 

spaces innovating…  

 

For our part, All Souls has embarked on a multi-year collaboration with ECHO, 

Leahy Center for Lake Champlain. A spiritual community center and a science 

center working together to inspire and support an action-oriented Vermont Clean 

Water Network. This new territory is anchored in action.  In addition to testing water, 

we are blessing water.  Linking our spiritual hearts with our scientific heads we are 

aligning and magnifying our impact in a holy new ways.  

 

Let us celebrate our successes; holding them to the light, feeling the joy that 

emanates, and allowing radiance of inspiration to overflow.  Enliven our 

communities, the world, and each of us with sparks of creativity and hope as we do 

our part to engage with the struggle.  This, my friends, is spiritual sensibility. 

 

 

Next up: Hymn #355 – “We lift our hearts in thanks.” 


